A data type specification is a description of the properties of a data abstraction for the benefit of its users and implementers. The data abstraction has realizations, all of which behave in a certain way. It is those properties implied by this behavior which we consider essential; properties specific to some realization are extraneous. The specification problem is to present all of the essential properties and no extraneous ones.
into another) and REMOVE (one character from a Text item). Internally, it used a complex scheme of oversized arrays to avoid repeated storage allocations. Another data type was Texttab, for symbol tables with Text items as the  attributes; the usual table operations were provided, including ADD (a symbol  and associated Text item to the table) and RETRIEVE (the Text item associated with a given symbol); it was implemented as a hash table. Yet another was ParsedProg, containing abstract syntax trees for programs, with several operations to compose and decompose trees. Text and Texttab were public and used throughout the system; ParsedProg was written and used privately by the programmer of a larger module called Intrp. In each case, once the data type was implemented, its internal structure was of no concern; it was relied upon only to behave correctly insofar as that behavior could be observed from outside.
The benefits of data type encapsulation are identical to those deriving from the use of procedures: clearer, more modifiable, more portable code. And the principal problem is identical as well: ignorance of the precise behavior of the modules in use is a notorious source of programming errors. Thus arises the need for data type specification, which has aroused so much interest [4, 6, 9, 12, 13, 18, 20, 24, 26, 34] and which is the topic of this paper.
What makes it a challenging problem is the requirement that the specification be free of extraneous details, which serve only to confuse all concerned. This is really an extension of the encapsulation principle: the specification is to present only the behavior of the data type and whatever that implies. Such specifications are said to be "free from implementation bias" [16, 26] or just "abstract" [32] . In this paper, we present one solution to the data type specification problem.
(Our position that only externally observable behavior matters has been taken by a number of researchers in this area [1, 4, 12, 20, 24, 38] and is generally accepted. It does assume, however, that there is a preexisting "outside world," normally taken to consist of some "primitive" data types. To start from nothing--to define the primitive data types themselves--is impossible using our technique.)
Our idea is, above all, to concentrate on the underlying structure that is presented by the specification, and not on its syntax. We have heard it said that the specification of Stack which presents a stack as a sequence (xl,..., x, ), xl its top, (x2 ..... Xn) its pop, and so on, is not abstract; it contains irrelevant information. The syntax is certainly awkward and ad hoc, but consider the structure itself: What could be more stacklike than this sequence of values? What specification of Stack could be more perfect? Our approach is to state precisely the structures we think should be specified--namely, the final data types, of which the sequences-as-stacks structure is an example--and then present a method to obtain them.
In the way of a further introduction, we present in Section 2 a discussion of automata as data types. The "information-hiding module" is familiar in automata theory as the "black box automaton"; in our analogy, "final data type" corresponds to "reduced automaton." The body of the paper begins with the definitions in Section 3; Section 4 contains the details of our specification method, and Section 5 some examples. Section 6 shows how to apply specifications in proving data type properties and representation correctness. Section 7 summarizes and concludes the paper. 
THE SPECIFICATION OF AUTOMATA
Suppose we want to specify the class of finite automata accepting the language (ab)* --(E, ab, abab .... }. Each such automaton (I) has its own internal structure (set of states, next-state function); this structure is not important to the user, but it is to anyone attempting to verify that (I) indeed accepts (ab)*. Three such finite automata are given in Figure 1 . By a "specification of (ab)*" we mean a description of some automaton which can be used, for example, (1) to check whether a given automaton (I) accepts (ab)*; (2) to check whether two strings u, v E (a, b}* are equivalent, that is, whether (w I uw E (ab)*} = (w I vw E (ab)*}.
We claim that (I)3 is inherently a good structure for these purposes, whereas (I)1 and (P2 are not:
(1) Given (I), map its states to those of (I)3, then prove "strong homomorphism conditions" [14] . (By contrast, try to prove (I)2 using (Ih as the specification.) (2) u is equivalent to v iff u and v lead to the same state of (I)3. (Using (Ih, an equivalence on states must be defined that, in effect, reduces (I)1 to (I)3.) Thus, we have in mind an abstraction, (ab)*, which we specify by giving a particular realization among many; the point is to pick the proper realization. In this case, we find that the proper realization is (I)3; the reason, of course, is that 
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Then the appropriate string bab ... b is accepted by the first and not by the second. Thus, these states are not equivalent, which is a contradiction. [] Therefore, our automaton with start state START--since it does accept (ab)*--is isomorphic to (I)3. Its three states are START, REJECT, and false Using the specification requires knowledge of infinite trees, recursive definitions, etc. But we gain the advantages of having specified a reduced automaton:
(1) To prove that q~ accepts (ab)*, map its states onto infinite trees and prove the homomorphism conditions.
(2) To prove, for example, b -aa:
START after input aa = false after input a REJECT START = REJECT = START after input b.
Thus, we can exploit the mathematical relationship between the reduced automaton and other automata accepting the language. The question is: Can the idea of reduced automata be generalized to data types, and can the specification method suggested here be applied?
DEFINITIONS
This section is devoted to technical definitions. Although some motivation and examples are given, fuller discussions are found in the references [9, 12, 26, 39] ; see, in particular, [9] , from which our notation is drawn.
The programmer uses a data type via certain operations, which are symbols that name functions; that is, there is a syntax for using the type, and a semantics If every hs is a bijection, then h is an isomorphism.
Being interested in the situation where one type is being added to a predefined collection of types, we want to be able to focus attention on the new type. In the following, A is the algebra of predefmed types, N is the name of the new type From the "black box" point of view, the elements of ~MSet can be observed by performing COUNT operations but cannot be manipulated directly. For example, the user cannot take the head or tail of an element of ~MSet, even though it is a sequence. A well-known example of a particular E-algebra is the word algebra (term algebra, free algebra) of E. This has as its elements the (properly typed) expressions which are formed from E. Again, more explanation is found in the references.
Definition 6. The E-algebra T~ has as its elements the strings formed from symbols in E, plus "(", ")", and ",", in the following way:
(1) "~" @ Tz,s whenever a E E .... Thus, the elements of Tx are just strings; the operators take strings to strings, as follows: We are only interested in those elements of an algebra which are denotable by expressions. Since this also greatly simplifies the mathematics, we assume from now on that all algebras are prime, in the following sense:
Definition 7. A Z-algebra A is prime if evalA,s is onto for each s E S.
LEMMA. Given two prime F~-algebras A and B, if there is a homomorphism h: A --~ B, then it is unique and onto.
PROOF. We must have h o evalA = eVals: Tx --* B, since evalB is unique. Since evalA is onto A, h is uniquely determined; since eValB is onto B, h is also. [] On the other hand, implementations do not, in general, give rise to prime algebras; to state this differently, some of the values in the representation space may go unused, as when a representation is declared as array of character but only arrays containing a special terminating character are used. This is why a "representation invariant"--an assertion characterizing the set of values actually used--is needed for proving the correctness of data type representations [15, 40] . Nor do our specifications lead to prime algebras; an example is the automaton specification in Section 2: of all the states that could have been represented as infinite trees, only three were actually used.
We are finally in a position to say what we mean by two data types having the same behavior as "black boxes." It seems reasonable to associate the notions of "data abstraction" and "behavior." We take the data abstraction to be the class of all data types having the correct behavior: The reader may verify that this data type extension does have the same behavior as ~2, and also that there is a homomorphism from ~2 to ~2".
Definition 10. Given a data abstraction A, data type F is final in h if F E h and, for any other D E A, there exists a homomorphism abSD: D --> F.
We see below that this homomorphism can be regarded as associating with an element of D the "abstract" element it represents. Thus, the function will be used as an "abstraction function" [15] for proving correctness of implementations.
The following theorem depends upon the assumed primeness of all algebras in h. Results on final algebras in different categories of algebras appear in [2, 3] . THEOREM [8, 39] 
. Every data abstraction contains a unique (up to isomorphism) final data type F.
The proof is given in the appendix. One concept we will need from it is Definition 11. Given an (A, ZN) data type D, two elements d, d' E DN are distinguishable if there is some sequence of operations t (called a "derived operator" [9] ), whose result is not of type N, such that t
(d) ~ t(d').

COROLLARY TO PROOF. D is final in hiD) iff all distinct elements of DN are distinguishable.
The final data type is, in a sense, the "smallest" data type having the desired behavior. It may be obtained by identifying indistinguishable elements. In practice, it often coincides with one's intuitive picture of the data abstraction.
Example. ~2 is not final. Consider, for example, a0al and alao E ~MSet-There is no way to distinguish these elements from the outside.
On ¢P', corresponding to the reduced automaton, is the final data type here.
SPECIFYING FINAL DATA TYPES
The problem is the following. Given an algebra A of known types, we want to add the new type N. This involves deciding upon a representation of N and then Final Data Types and Their Specification
• 107 defining the new operations over that representation. The difficulty is that we require the algebra so obtained to be final. The key to our approach is to concentrate on the question: How do we distinguish among elements of the data type? For any data type, there are some functions which distinguish among its elements. For example, for MSet, the obvious set of such functions is {~xAa.COUNT(a, x)}: if two multisets s and s' are different, then they must contain a different number of some atom a; so COUNT(a, s) ~ COUNTia, s').
For our finite-state automaton, the functions {~x.ACCEPT?(x), ~x.a(x), ~x.b(x)} play the same role: for any two states s, s', either ACCEPT?(s) ~ ACCEPT?is') or ACCEPT?(ais)) ~ ACCEPT?ia(s')) or ACCEPT?ib(s)) ~ ACCEPT?(b(s')), and so on; if all of these values are equal, the states are equivalent.
We call such sets of functions distinguishing sets (d.s.'s). The main idea behind the specification method is the observation that, from a description of a d.s., an algebra F can be obtained such that values COUNT(a, s) for all a E ~Atomso We therefore take COUNT to be COUNT:
~'~Atoms X (~Atoms ~ ~Nat) ~ ~Nat
: a, s ~-> s(a).
In each case, we now have a final algebra; however, it is not yet a specification of the data type, since it is missing certain operations. For Aut, we must add the operation START:
START: --) Aut : ~-~ (true, (false, START, REJECT), REJECT)
where REJECT: ~-~ (false, REJECT, REJECT).
For MSet we are missing several operations, but they may all be defined as for ~2". Further examples are given in Section 4 and in [18] .
Notice how finality is guaranteed in each case. Recall that a data type is final if all its elements are distinguishable. Now, each finite automaton state is its values for ACCEPT?, ACCEPT?oa, ACCEPT?ob, and so on; two states can only differ if they differ in one of these values, and so the difference is observable. For MSet, two abstract representations can differ only if they are distinct functions, so that there is some atom a such that a occurs a different number of times in one than in the other; thus, this difference is observable.
The method of final data type specifications may be summarized as follows:
(1) Give the signature of the new data type.
(2) Give a set of functions which you believe wiU distinguish among aU elements of the new data type. Suppose this set is The circularity is resolved as in the Aut example; see [18] for more details on that. step is trivial, since we simply exempt them from step (4) and assume them to be defined as given here.
A particular formal method of specification is obtained by giving the precise syntax of function definitions in steps (2) and (4). It is our belief that, as a general rule, specifications should be as high level as possible. On the other hand, this will make the specifications less susceptible to machine processing, which may be a crucial practical consideration. We are currently investigating the trade-offs involved here.
Whatever syntax is chosen for steps (2) and (4), this method does achieve the fundamental abstractness of finality. One can apply a uniform criterion of correctness of implementations (the existence of a homomorphism from implementation to specification); no implementation bias is possible. In addition, the final algebra, since it contains only the essential structure of the data type, can be used to test for equivalence and nonequivalence among terms, and generally as a reliable source of information about the data type.
EXAMPLES
We now present some examples of specifications. We have already seen two, namely, Aut and MSet, both of which use only normal recursion in both steps (2) and (4) . These are presented again in Figures 3 and 4 .
For our first new example, we define Aut using a different d.s.: and ACCEPT? is defined by step (5). The entire specification is given in Figure 5 . Now we must prove (as per step (5)) that ACCEPT?(b(x)) = ~r2(x), but this is immediate. The only question that remains is whether the automaton so defined accepts (ab)*. The reader may confirm that this is so. It follows that the algebra specified here is isomorphic to that of Figure 3 .
Here is a slightly more complicated example, a version of Majster's stack [27] . It is like a normal stack, but with an operation DOWN which allows one to move a pointer down through the stack; TOP now reads whatever frame is currently pointed to. A RESET instruction is provided to place the pointer back at the top. 
: (t, t') ~-~ (t', t & t');
a: (t, t') ~ (false, t).
In our version, both POP and PUSH cause an automatic RESET, to avoid the messy details of errors. 
MStack.
The easiest way to do this is to assume another type Nat, to be used in the abstract representation of MStack. We then choose two functions to distinguish among MStacks: POS: MStack --) Nat gives the position of the pointer, and GETMTH: MStack x Nat --* Atoms gives the contents of the stack. Then As usual, this says that any MStack is determined by its position and contents; so we take MStack = Nat x (Nat--* Atoms) and POS(x) = 7rl(X); GETMTH(m, x) = ~r2(x)(m).
But here one will say that POS and GETMTH are not operations of this data type at all, which is true. We are now obliged to specify all operations of the type with respect to this representation: To ensure finality, we must now perform step (5): show that the two definitions we have given for POS and GETMTH are actually identical--in other words, that HEIGHT(RESET(x)) -HEIGHT(x) = qr~(x) and that TOP(DOWNm(RESET(x))) = ~r2(x)(m). This is quite easy in this case, proceeding by induction on m.
Here is an example which might arise in specifying a programming system: a simple program library. It allows for temporary or permanent definition of functions. We assume that only "object code" is saved, so that, once a definition is entered, it can only be executed. Logging off and then logging on causes all temporary definitions to disappear; so we include Logon/Logoff as an operation on libraries. (1)).
The specification is completed by the proof of EXEC(L/L(I), n, p) = Ir2(l)(n, p), which is immediate.
We would like to indicate how a language of higher level than recursive definitions can be helpful. In particular, we consider implicit definitions via firstorder formulas. Here is an example of their use in step (4): Consider the function ISSINGLETON: MSet --* Bool, which determines whether a given multiset s is a singleton. A recursive solution must actually generate terms in TzM.~ ' until a term t such that eval(t) = s is found, then check t directly. This is rather clumsy, to say the least. On the other hand, it is easy to define ISSINGLETON using an implicit definition:
Implicit definitions may also be used in step (2). An example (for which I am indebted to Pierre Lescanne) is the data type CircList, having operations NEW: --* CircList;
INSERT: Atoms × CircList---) CircList;
ROT: CircList --) CircList; READ: CircList --* Atoms. This is a circular list which may be rotated to the left. Items may be inserted into the top position, and the top position may be read. However, no item may be removed.
It turns out to be quite difficult to distinguish among circular lists [23] . The naive d.s. {Xx.READ(x), hx.ROT(x)}--that is, read every element in the list--fails to distinguish between INSERT(a, NEW) and INSERT(a, INSERT(a, NEW)). Note, however, that these are distinguishable, as is seen by inserting some a' # a into both. This suggests letting the d. )~ xA a.INSERT (a, x) } or, somewhat better, ( h xA a.h n.READ (ROT n (INSERT (a,  x) ))}. However, these both lead to definitions of the remaining operations which are rather ugly.
Let us try a different approach, by distinguishing among CircLists first according to their lengths and then according to their contents. This works, in that any two CircLists of different lengths are distinguishable (just insert an atom which occurs in neither one and see how long it takes for it to return to the top), and all distinct CircLists of the same size have different contents. What stops us now is the realization that the function LENGTH: CircList --> Nat is not definable by recursion over the primitive operations provided. On the other hand, LENGTH may be defined implicitly (a refere e correctly points out that this is not first order, since it involves quantification on syntax): (INSERT(a, s) The problem is that step (5) becomes rather difficult. Perhaps the real solution for this data abstraction is to add more primitive operations to help distinguish among CircLists, such as LENGTH or IN or possibly REMOVE: Atoms × CircList ~ CircList. Any one of these could be used to define LENGTH more easily; the specification given above would not change, but performing step (5) would be easier. Note especially that none of these operations reveals any "nonabstract" information about circular lists, that is, makes more circular lists distinguishable than already were; they just allow for a cleaner specification.
As a rule, one does not like the specification language to affect design decisions, only to express them. However, some interaction seems inevitable for any formal specification method. The best we can hope for is that the effects be reasonable and not destroy the intent of the data abstraction. The kinds of operations we suggest adding to CircList retain its "abstractness." Aside from that, they move the abstraction toward greater "expressiveness" as defined by Kapur and Mandayam [21] , who demand that an "expressively rich" data type have an operation set "rich enough to extract all relevant information from a value conveniently" and give a technical criterion to measure this. Our suggested design for CircList is, in contrast to the original design, expressively rich.
APPLICATIONS
Our basic argument is that the final data type is the best concrete representative of a data abstraction. In several illustrations below of the use of final data type specifications, we show how the promise of this argument is fulfilled. It is particularly interesting to contrast these specifications with algebraic specifications [9, 12, 13, 24, 26] , which are not constrained to define only final data types. One connection should be mentioned now:
THEOREM. Given a consistent, sufficiently complete [12] axiomatization E of a data abstraction A, the final algebra of h is just the initial algebra of the maximal consistent extension of E.
PROOF. The initial algebra I(E, E) is in A, due to its sufficient completeness. EM contains every axiom which can be applied to I(E, E) without compromising the base types. Namely, it contains t = t' iff t and t' can be equated without causing an inconsistency iff t and t' are indistinguishable. Therefore, I(E, EM) is final in h. , s) , REMOVE(a, s')). Intuitively, this specification is sufficient and correct, and it does satisfy the technical conditions of consistency and sufficient completeness [12] . On the other hand, we can see that the two terms UNION(s, s') and UNION(s', s), for any distinct s, s', are not equated. Since they are indistinguishable, they must be equal in the final data type. So, referring back to the final specification ( Figure 4 ) and using knowledge of predefined types, )~-abstraction, and so on, we attempt to verify this: It is not hard to fill in the missing steps (it is easiest to get the canonical form without the ordering condition first, then get the ordering, both proofs being straightforward inductions Using properties of +), but the real point is that the fact is proved with respect to the intrinsic equality on the space Atoms --) Nat. It is necessary to use reasoning appropriate to the language in which the operations of the type are defined, but it is never necessary to introduce a separate equivalence relation in place of equality.
Properties of Data Types
UNION
Correctness of Implementations "
If D is any data type having the same behavior as final data type F, then there is a Z-homomorphism from D to F. Then, taking "correctness" and "having the same behavior as the specification" to be synonymous, a complete {though certainly noneffective) test for correctness of an implementation is the existence of a homomorphism from the implementation to the final data type specification, the point again being that no equivalence relation is needed. By contrast, the correctness relationship between an algebraic specification and an implementation involves, in general, an equivalence relation, either on the implementation ("equality interpretation" [13] ) or on the specification [17] .
The homomorphism abs: D --. F assigns to each element of DN the abstract element it represents. (abss is the identity function for s ~ N; so we simply ignore it and write abs for abSD, N.) Thus, it has been called an "abstraction function" [15] . It is not, perhaps, too surprising that, given a d.s., abs is easily derived; it is the map which assigns to each element the collection of all its values for the operations of the d. gk(d, d~, . . . , do,) ).
For example, to prove ~2 with respect to the specification of MSet (Figure 4) , we need to show that absa is a homomorphism, where abs~: (~Atom~)* --) (~2Ato~ -* f~Nat)
: w ~-~ ha.COUNTu(a, w). That is, each string maps to its COUNT function. The homomorphism conditions, calling the specified algebra ~I r, are abs(NULLu) = NULI~; abs(SINGLEu(a)) = SINGLEe(a); abs(UNIONu(w, w')) = UNION¢(abs(w), abs(w'));
abs(REMOVEu(a, w)) = REMOVE,(a, abs(w));
COUNTu(a, w) = COUNT~(a, abs(w)).
Because we derived abs from the d.s., the last homomorphism condition is trivially true: COUNT~ (a', w) As mentioned, it is not necessary to verify the homomorphism conditions for ACCEPT?, a, and b. All we need to show is that abs(sl ) = START.
The proof is by f'Lxpoint induction [28, 31] ; we show that abs(sl) satisfies the recursive definition of START: abs(s~) = (true, (false, REJECT, abs(sl)), REJECT). So we need only show that abs(s4) = abs(s3) = REJECT, which we do similarly, showing abs(s4) = (false, abs(s4), abs(s4) ).
Indeed, this is immediate, and the s3 case is identical. (What this actually shows is that abs(sl) is an extension of START, but since START has no proper extension, this gives abs(sl) = START.)
Of course, our ability to do such proofs in general is limited by our knowledge of recursive functions. The extent to which automated or semiautomated proof systems can contribute here is a subject for future research.
CONCLUSIONS
We have argued that the final data type is the most abstract realization of any given data abstraction. That is, the final data type contains the "essence" of the data abstraction and, as such, has a particular mathematical relationship with other realizations. (In denotational semantics, the analogous property of semantic domains is called "full abstraction" [29, 35] .) By exploiting this relationship, we have given the first data type specification method which is, in a mathematical sense, entirely free of implementation bias [16, 26] . It is obvious that --is a family of equivalence relations; we need that it is a congruence on D, that is, that dl -s,d~, ..., dm =smd'm ~ where t E T~,N is some expression such that eValE, N(t) = e. Such a t must exist, since E is prime; the problem is to show that abs is well defined. But if t and t' are distinct terms with evalE, N(t) = evalE, g(t') -= e, then evalD,y(t) --N eValD, N(t'), since both have the same behavior as e. Thus, 
abSE (em)).
Finally, if F and F' are both final, then there exist ontohomomorphisms in both directions; so they are isomorphic.
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